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The Publication of the Hamlin Lake Preservation Society—      Winter  2007 

HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE: 
THERE IS A SOLUTION 

Laura Lyons 
 
    I’ve been a member of HLPS and a number of other environmentally focused organizations for some years now.  I 
particularly enjoy helping with action-based activities, like the water quality testings that Lynn Hoepfinger coordinates 
each year on Hamlin Lake. While I find such activities very rewarding personally, I’ve also grown resignedly accustomed 
to only a few dedicated people being at any particular meeting or workday. 
    This was my state of mind when I approached the inaugural meeting of the Household Hazardous Waste group, and 
so I was surprised, amazed and so encouraged by the number and variety of people who attended.  The Amber Town 
hall was packed full of people of all ages and backgrounds, many of them farmers and local government officials from 
Mason, Manistee, and Oceana Counties.  It was a tree hugger’s dream come true!  This was about 2 years ago now, 
and while the group has dwindled somewhat, we still have about 20 people at each meeting.  Not bad at all! 
     The other thing I really like about this group is we have one, unifying, and single purpose: to pull off the best, most 
efficient, and most user-friendly annual Household Hazardous Waste drop-off day possible.  We developed four main 
subcommittees: Education & Outreach/Publicity, Logistics, Volunteer, and Finance.  At each meeting the subcommittees 
present their latest efforts.  We also have guest speakers, such as the coordinator of the Lake/
Osceola County program that’s been putting on HHW days for a number of years now.  We also 
met a representative from Drug & Lab Disposal (DLD), who explained how they would work with 
us.  They are a very professional outfit that has conducted over 1000 HHW collection events 
since 1985.  What I found especially wonderful about DLD is that so much of the materials they 
collect are recycled/reused: 59% of what they collect is reblended into fuel, 28% is reclaimed/
recycled (even the cans containing the materi- als!), and only 11% is incinerated (safely), leav-
ing just 1% that is wastewater treated, and 1% is stabilized and taken to landfills.  Amazing, isn’t 
it?  Thanks to them, we can accept hazardous automotive products and fuels, paint products, 
yard and garden products, cleaners and solvents, auto and household batteries, mercury, ink cartridges, etc.  If it ’s haz-
ardous, they take it! 
     As the first HHW day (August 25) approached, our Mason County coordinator, Lynda Herremans from the Mason/
Lake Soil Conservation District, began to get an enormous amount of calls and questions as people began to prepare 
their materials to bring to the big day.  She started thinking this was going to be pretty big, but we had no idea just how 
big it would be. 
     I arrived at the Mason County Road Commission, Mason County’s drop-off site (Manistee and Oceana Counties each 
had their own sites as well that day) on that beautiful August 25th day, a little before 9 a.m., and already there was a 
huge line snaking out to the road!  This was wonderful, but could we handle it all with just our small handful of volun-
teers? Good thing Lynda had asked the Sheriff's Department for help with traffic control, because they sent one of their 
reserve members who volunteered his time, or there would've been a huge traffic jam out on US-10, since the traffic just 
kept growing throughout the morning!  Lynda had to set up a serpentine queue to accommodate all the cars.  We were 
overwhelmed and understaffed, but what struck me most was how patient and positive all those people were, waiting in 
their cars in the heat for close to an hour, some to just drop of a few batteries or a thermometer and some half-used sol-
vents.  All told, 276 cars representing 302 households from Mason County disposed of 16,466 lbs of household hazard-
ous waste!  Additionally, the Clean Sweep program collected 3707 lbs. of pesticides, and our group had connections 
making it possible to also take in and recycle 4400 lbs of oil, 800 lbs of automotive batteries and 700 lbs of household 
batteries. Of that Mason County number, 40 cars representing 45 households were from Hamlin Township, bringing 
3,889 lbs of hazardous waste.  It was inspiring to see how much people cared about doing their part, and it really added 
up! Then all that hazardous waste was shipped off to be processed properly and safely, much of it being reused, instead 
of ending up in landfills or just dumped out on the ground, which would’ve leached into the groundwater and contaminat-

(Continued on page 5) 
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T H E  P R E S I D E N T ’ S  L E T T E R  

                          
                                                                                               
          
    In this season of political campaigns it’s not easy to find someone 
supporting the same-old, same-old structure of government.  Candidates pandering 
for our votes as a minimum claim they will change things and/or reduce the size of government in our lives.  Well, 
here’s one curmudgeon who’s not so ready to endorse some of the changes and reductions being discussed. 
 
    In the last state budget debates proponents on both sides of the aisle suggested limiting the scope and duties of 
townships or even eliminating them altogether.  Their arguments were that it would streamline government, promote 
efficiency, and save money.  These are worthy goals, but I doubt very realistic.  And in my opinion, eliminating town-
ships or shifting their responsibilities 
to the county/state level is a really bad idea for riparian owners. 
 
    Townships are a creation of the 18th century American expansion into The West (at least The West lying across the 
Alleghenies north of the Ohio River and east of the Mississippi; nobody had heard of Dakota, Kansas, or Oregon at that 
time).  Territories could become states when they organized counties, cities, and villages.  Townships became sort of 
the default form of government in rural areas where no city or village was formed due to low population density.  Thus, 
the vast majority of lakes and streams were and are still in townships--not cities or villages. 
 
    The change agents and efficiency experts claim that governmental structures more than two centuries old can’t be 
very efficient or cost effective.  I am sure that this is true in some locales and perhaps the 
residents there will choose to merge or consolidate or formally share services and 
costs.  Others may elect to give up selec- tive powers; many local townships have given 
up 
planning and zoning duties to Mason County, for example.  But believing that would 
save significant money or promote efficien- cy is less certain.  In most townships officials 
serve for low wages, many are citizen vol- unteers, few have pension or benefit packages, 
and there is little layering of bureaucracy when one person may have several roles.  
Compare that with most cities and coun- ties. 
 
 
    But my biggest concern is the potential lack of responsiveness to riparian owners if 
townships are reduced or eliminated.  In many townships riparian owners represent 10% 
or more of voters (and an even higher per- centage of tax payers).  That formidable num-
ber is greatly reduced at the county level to perhaps less than 1%.  If there is an issue that affects our lake I’d like to 
turn to my neighbors rather than distant officials who may or may not have any investment in our lake.  I’m not at all 
sure that county or state officials can be counted on to regulate lake access, enforce anti-funneling rules, prohibit mis-
use of road ends, and monitor zoning?  Some counties are already on record in opposing the transfer of such responsi-
bilities. 
 
    So, listen to all the candidates at every level who wish us efficiency and elimination of governmental waste.  Think 
pleasant thoughts of apple pie and hot dogs and cool breezes off the dune and gorgeous sunsets.  It sounds and feels 
good.  But don’t forget about responsiveness to our riparian interests before you sign on to eliminating townships. 
 
     
   See you on the lake. 
                                   
 
           Kent Gage                                                               
                                                                               

                                                                               

                                            

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                             

…”it behooves all of 
us to make known 
our desire that as 

funds become 
available they are 

used to preserve this 
very special place.” 
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Hamlin Lake Preservation Society Treasurer’s Annual Report 

 2007 

 
     

CHECKING ACCOUNT:  
 Previous 
Balance   Deposits  

 
Disbursem

ents   Balance  

 53976.00 28265.53 19763.48 62478.05 

     

Membership Dues  19209.28 8200.00 4373.96 23,035.32 

     

Riparian Magazine.    Subscriptions.  146.75 450.00 0.00 596.75 

     

 CONTRIBUTIONS:      

 General Fund  7486.27 3116.70 2320.52 8282.45 

     

 Fish Fund  6159.04 1533.00 0.00 7,692.04 

     

 Water Quality  3200.23 3349.00 .1069.00 5480.23 

     

 Fireworks  7180.18 9327.00 12000.00 4507.18 

   4000 for 06   fireworks 

 Walleye Stocking  1,024.00 948.81 .0.00 1,972.81 

     

 Land Reserve Project  2,623.52 0.00 0.00 2,623.52 

 (Land Purchase)  1.000.00 0.00 0.00 1,000.00 

     

Boat Ramps 687.57 221.02 0.00 908.59 

     

Memorials 5109.16 1120.00 0.00 6,229.16 

     

Sailing 150.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 

(includes #2 CD @ $5,000, #3 CD @ $15,000 and #4 CD @ $10,000)  

     

WEST SHORE BANK CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT:   

#1 CD valued at: $7,100.15 + $318.64 int. = $7,418.79)   

(int 1/20/07 –10/19/07 @ 4.91%)    

#2 CD  $520.52 past int. + $281.82 current int. = $802.34   

(int. 1/20/07 - 11/19/07 @ 5.01%)     

#3 CD  $660.38 past int. + $758.85 current int.= $1,419.23   

(int. 3/22/07 - 10/21/07 @ 4.76%)    

#4 CD  $246.50 past int. + $530.85 current int.= $777.35    
(int. 2/17/07-12/16/07 @ 4.58%)     

    

     

CHECKING ACCOUNT BALANCE:                                                        $62,478.05  

WEST SHORE BANK  #1 CD + int. and #2,#3, #4 CD int.                                                                        $10,417.71  

                                                                                                    TOTAL $72,895.76 
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ed our waters, especially our precious Hamlin Lake jewel!    
     Now comes the sad part: we were scheduled to take materials until 1 p.m., but had to shut down shortly after noon.  
Why?  We ran out of money.  Yes, there really is no free lunch, even to get rid of hazardous materials.  In fact, it ’s really 
not cheap: 96¢/lb not-cheap, to be exact.  So, one of the things we learned from this past year, in addition to having 
more DLD staff and volunteers available to more efficiently handle the cars coming in, is we’ll need more money.  En-
couragingly, the people who waited so patiently in line that day were also very generous, giving $900 just in spare 
change that one of our volunteers asked for from those willing.  Most people also indicated in our short survey taken at 
each car, that they’d be willing to pay $1/lb to dispose of their materials if they had to.  We want to avoid this if at all pos-
sible, but that means we need more money from grants, local governments, and local organizations.  I ’m hopeful that the 
Hamlin Township Board will designate more money for HHW this year, and I’ve had a good reception from HLPS when I 
presented this program to them last fall.   
     So how can you help?  The most important thing you can do is participate in the program by beginning now to set 
aside your hazardous waste to bring to our next HHW day on September 13th.  If you can’t attend, see if your friend or 
neighbor could bring it in for you.  Other important ways that you can help is by letting your Township and HLPS board 
members know that you think this program is an important service, especially for those of us who want to protect our 
lovely lake from hazardous waste contamination!  You can also come to our organizational meetings anytime, help out 
on the day of the drop-off, and/or donate directly to the program.  Contact Lynda Herremans at our local Soil Conserva-
tion District (757-3708 x3) if you’d like to be involved, or if you have any questions.  I’m looking forward to seeing you on 
September 13th! 

(Continued from page 1) 

 

M e m o r i a l s  –  2 0 0 7  
 
 

     Fred Benseman                                 by David & Sally Dierks 

     George Boz                                    by Dr. Joe & Carlene Jarabek 

     Frank & Marie Drusch   by Marte Mesmer 

     Leslie Gravesen                   by Carol Ann Gravesen 

     Erna Gray                 by Barry Gray 

     Carol Boardman Hittle   by Bowie & Helen Duncan 

     Norm Klemm     by Steve & Jennifer Klemm 

     Irv Lovato                                      by Elaine Lovato and Kenneth & Luella Lovato 

     Cecil A. Moyer     by Christopher & Sandy Moyer 

     John O’Connor                            by Elizabeth O’Connor 

     Verlon Prafke                   by Steve & Jennifer Klemm 

     Ray & Neoma Purtell                  by Jack & Sharyn Purtell 

     Walter Schwochow 

     John L. Stephens                   by Bruce & Ginger Terlep 

     Jack & Edith Turner                  by John & Judith Turner 

     Stephen B. Vogt, Sr.                   by Joyce Vogt 

     Janna Wire                    by Edwin & Margaret Phillips 
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 Report of the Aquatic Plant sub-committee of the HLPS 

The Committee: 
James E. Clark 
Lynn Hoepfinger 
Wayne Disegna 
Diane Boulais 
Ted Leibole 
 
Purpose: 
Our first purpose was to measure the amount of aquatic plant growth near the surface of Hamlin Lake that was suf-
ficient to interfere with boating.  Our method needed to be something that could be repeated in future years in or-
der that this accumulated information could be used to assess the rate of eutrophication in Hamlin Lake. 
 
Method: 
Take a pontoon boat on a tour of the lake with a global positioning instrument (GPS) that would track where it 
went.  Take a route along the edge of the aquatic plant beds in May and again in September and compare the two 
routes.   
 
Definitions: 
“Boatable” area is where the aquat- ic plants did not interfere with 
the outboard motor on a pontoon boat.  Our method was to keep 
open water on one side of our route while getting as close as 
possible to aquatic plants that were no taller than two feet from the 
water’s surface.  This definition is quite subjective, particularly at 
the eastern reaches of Upper Ham- lin Lake.  However, with different 
boats and different captains, we did retrace some of the same tracks 
in September that  we did in May. 
 
Discussion: 
Figure 1 shows the route that the pontoon boat took in May.  Open water to the left and aquatic plants to the right.  
We made it beyond Forest Trail 5708 and almost to Hamlin Shoals Lane.  Also shown on figure 1 is the route the 
pontoon boat took in September.  This time we were about one mile short of our previous route.  We only made it 
to Beaune road.  This reduction in “boatable” area is shown in green hatch on figure 1. 
 
There is also a decrease in “boatable” area on the north side of Upper Hamlin Lake near Federal Forest 5707 road. 
 
Figure 2 shows very little change in the “boatable” area in Indian Pete bayou.  This might be due to the use of 
herbicides in this area.  Just north of the narrows for about 2,500 feet, there is also an area of aquatic plant growth.  
 
Figure 3 and 4 show interrupted aquatic plant beds running down the whole eastern side of Lower Hamlin Lake. 
 
Figure 4 shows that aquatic plants have decreased most of the “boatable” area in the Middle Bayou.  At the very 
southern end of Lower Hamlin Lake, aquatic plants have reduced the “boatable” area by about 1,000 feet. 
 
We also measured aquatic plants at the “outlet” to the State Park and did not observe many aquatic plants during 
either time. 
 
Conclusions: 
This method of quantifying the aquatic plants works, but it does consume a whole day of gathering data and sever-
al more days of analyzing and reporting on the data. 
 
Still, the quality of the data is excellent and we would recommend repeating this procedure again in coming years. 
 
Some form of this report and its figures should be published in the Currents magazine and also put on the Hamlin-
Lake-Preservation.org web site.  
 
By: James E. Clark  

 
HLPS has a website thanks to Jim 

Clark and Jeff Rupp .  Take a look 

at www.hamlinlakepreservation.org 
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Blub Blub Blurb:  Winter 2007 
 
Below are Hamlin Lake results from the Michigan Cooperative Lakes Monitoring Program (CLMP), presented in the 
same format as the past few years.  This program is jointly sponsored by the Michigan Lake & Stream Associations and 
the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality.  Data from all participating lakes can be found at www.micorps.net/
lakereports.html.   
 
Water clarity average in feet:   
 
Water clarity is measured by determining how far down in the water a black and white Secchi disc is visible.   
 

 
 
Clarity seems to be stable.  2004 numbers are probably lower than normal because we had a heavy spring run-off which 
flushed tannins into the lake.   
 
Chlorophyll average:  ug/l 
 
Chlorophyll is the green pigment in plants.  High chlorophyll content in water samples means significant algae growth.   
  

 
 
At our sampling sites, upper Hamlin Lake always has more algae than lower Hamlin Lake.  The results from the lower 
lake are fairly constant while the upper lake has more variability.  Algae growth in 2007 was below average. 
 
Phosphorus content:  top water samples, ug/l. 
 
Phosphorus is the nutrient that we need to be most concerned about  because it causes excessive algae and rooted 
plant growth.  Please help by using low or no phosphate fertilizers, keep you septic systems working properly, and create 
buffer zones on your water-front. 
 

 
 
Values from the upper lake continue to be slightly higher than values from the lower lake.  There are no significant up-
ward or downward trends. 

 

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Upper Hamlin 9.2 9.9 7.4 10.6 9.2 9.6 

Lower Hamlin 11.6 13.3 10.2 13.6 13.0 13.3 

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Upper Hamlin 6.4 6.9 11.1 7.3 6.1 4.9 

Lower Hamlin 3.8 3.7 5.2 3.5 3.1 3.5 

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Upper Hamlin 18.5 25 24 20 20.5 21.5 

Lower Hamlin 19.5 17 21 18.5 17 17.5 

http://www.micorps.net/lakereports.html
http://www.micorps.net/lakereports.html
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The Hamlin  Lake Preservation Society wants to take this opportunity to thank our  
Currents editor Alice Dennison, who after many years of faithfully getting the Cur-
rents published, is stepping down.  
We’ll miss you Alice! We’ll miss your expertise and your helpful advice concerning 
the articles we submit. 
We thank you for your unending efforts to make the Currents a more professional 
publication. We thank you for your patience and positive attitude when  we were a 
“bit” past the deadline for articles to be turned in. Now you’ll have time to write arti-
cles of your own for the Currents. 
Again, Thank You , Thank You, Thank You for all your efforts. 
 

Thank You Alice! 

 
 
Hi Folks, my name is Wayne Disegna and I’m taking over for Alice.  I’m the new editor 
for the Currents and  you’ll have to bear with me as I learn this job. My experience in 
the world of publishing is Zero so you can probably expect to see some unusual Cur-
rent publications for a while, but  hopefully I’ll eventually get the hang of it. In the 
mean time if you have any suggestions to improve this publication please let me know 
and I’ll see what can be done about it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Remember Folks We’re  All  in This Together !! 

 
And Now the New Guy  
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 The annual meeting was held at the Hamlin 
Township Hall on Saturday Aug.4th. The social hour was 
from 6:00pm to 7:00pm followed by dinner catered by 
Marsha Sadler and the pig was done by Jim Marrison. 
The dinner began with a prayer of thanksgiving by 
Wayne Disegna. Special recognition was given by Kent 
Gage to Marion Boardman for her many years of faithful 
attendance at the annual meetings ( her table got to go 
through the buffet line first). There were about 80 people 
in attendance. The township hall was very comfortable 
and everyone enjoyed not only the food but also the 
fellowship. The business meeting started right after 
dinner. 
  
 Kent began the meeting by thanking the 
committee who were responsible for putting the dinner 
together. They were Diane Boulais, Ruth Crompton, 
Lloyd Gearhart, Linda Leibole, Jim Pinkerton, and of 
course, Sue Austin who helped as an adviser instead of 
running the show this year as she has normally done for 
many years in the past. 
 
Treasurer’s Report was approved as presented by 
Linda Leibole, Treasurer. 
 
The minutes of the last annual meeting were 
approved as presented. 
 
President’s Report -  
 
 The state of the Hamlin Lake Preservation 
Society is very good. The Hamlin Lake Dam has been 
repaired and is in fine working order.  Because the new 
system can raise or lower the level of the lake in smaller 
segments, the lake level has been much more 
consistent this year. The amount of time the Sheriff’s 
Marine Patrol has spent patrolling the lake has 
increased and this has helped improve the safety of the 
lake. We continue to get good recognition in the local 
press. This last year we began three committees to 
study issues that affect the lake.  
   
 Wayne Disegna reported for the Weed 
Committee. They have begun to study the growth of 
weeds in the lake over the summer season. The 
purpose of this committee is to record weed growth 
throughout the summer season and to also identify 
invasive species of weeds that enter our lake. At the 
present time we have curly leaf pond weed and 
Eurasian weed milfoil present. The major concentrations 
of these weeds are in the bayous and the south side of 
the upper lake. The weed committee plans to do two 
weed surveys a year, one around Memorial Day and the 
other around Labor Day.  
      
           Jim Pinkerton gave the report for the Committee 
Studying Road Runoffs and their improvements. At this 
time several problem areas have been identified and the 
committee is working with the road commission to 
address these problem areas.  
  
 Lloyd Gearhart gave the report for the 

Committee on Shoreline Management. He showed 
before and after pictures of his shoreline and the 
improvement in erosion control that was gotten by 
planting day lilies along his shoreline. He not only has 
improved the stability of the shoreline but he is also 
getting compliments on the beautiful flowers.  
 
 Lynn Hoepfinger reported that the water quality 
of the lake is essentially the same as last year and is 
very good.  
 
 Kent felt that the story in the Ludington Daily 
News on road ends was a very good article. Both he and 
Jim Pinkerton stressed that the pending legislation in the 
state government to allow 200 boat marinas at road end 
is not a good thing and would allow over crowding of 
boats on the lake. They urged everyone to write their 
representatives to vote against this legislation.  
 
 Kent made a special plea that Alice Dennison 
would like to retire from her job as editor of the Hamlin 
Lake Currents and would someone please come forward 
and take over that responsibility.  
 
 The last order of business was the re-election of 
the HLPS board members whose terms expire this year. 
The nominating committee ( Lloyd Gearhart, Jim 
Pinkerton, Ruth Crompton, and Susan Austin) presented 
the slate. They are Kent Gage, Susan Austin, Jim Clark, 
Jim Pinkerton, Wayne Disegna, Alice Dennison, Linda 
Leibole, and Jim Storm. All were unanimously reelected.  
 
 The business meeting was closed and Kent 
introduced the speaker of the evening Wayne Anderson, 
Chairman of the Big Sauble Watershed Restoration 
Committee.  Wayne gave a very interesting talk on what 
their committee is trying to do to improve the water 
quality of the Big Sauble River and how that ultimately 
affects Hamlin Lake water quality. Their group has been 
restoring shoreline along the river to reduce the amount 
of sediment going into the river and to improve the water 
habitat for a better fishery. Our thanks to Wayne for an 
interesting and informative presentation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING, AUGUST 4, 2007 
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Phosphorus Free Fertilizer Now  
Available Locally 

 
   
 
 

 Did you know that if you draw water from the 
lake to irrigate your lawn or garden, you may need 
to use less or no fertilizer?  Lake water contains 
some fertilizing nutrients including phosphorus.  
The best way to know if you need fertilizer is to 
have your soil tested. The Michigan State 
University Extension Service provides this testing.  
To take advantage of this service, sample your 
lawn or garden in several locations, 2-4 inches 
below the surface.  Mix the samples in a bucket 
and take a one-pint sample to the Extension 
Service office which is located at 102 S. Main 
Street in Scottville.  Cost for analysis is $11.00. 
 
 If you do need to fertilize, it is recommended 
you use phosphorus-free fertilizer.  It is available at 
Briggs Hardware and Home Depot. 
 
 

2008 DATES TO REMEMBER  
 

 
 
May 17 —    Next Board Meeting  

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
July 5    —    HLPS Fireworks  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
August 2—Annual Dinner and Meeting 
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